Modeling counterion partition in composite gels of BSA with gelatin following high pressure treatment.
We examine the morphology of hydrogels made of bovine serum albumin and gelatin following high pressure processing at 300 MPa for 15 min at 10 and 80 °C. Emphasis is on the distribution of added calcium counterions between the polymeric phases seen in changes in the structural properties of the composite gel. Protocol includes thermal and HPP treatments, dynamic oscillation rheology, ESEM, and modeling from the "synthetic polymer approach" to rationalize results. Pressurization at 10 °C produced continuous gelatin networks with dispersed BSA inclusions whereas pressurization at 80 °C yielded an inverse dispersion of BSA as the continuous phase supporting liquid gelatin inclusions. Lewis and Nielsen equations were adapted to predict the counterion distribution between the polymeric phases that profoundly affected the structural properties of the pressurized gels. The concept of counterion partition (pc) is introduced to the literature to follow the phase behavior of the composites in the presence of added calcium counterions.